Training Programme on
Electric Buses




Target
Audience






Duration

Programme
Topics

Objectives

Project managers, engineers and other professionals eager
to learn more about the technology, the implementation
and the running of electric buses
Staff from public transport operators or authorities planning
to extend a fully-electric solution to the core part of the
urban bus network
Staff from the bus industry worldwide involved in the market
uptake of electric buses
Professionals interested in obtaining a wider and
international perspective on electric buses and eager to
learn more from international best practice
The course welcomes junior and senior participants
worldwide



3 Days









Alternative fuels and Choice for Busses,
Procurement & Comissioning of Electric Busses
Economy of Electric Busses, Lyfe Cycle Cost Analyses
Operation and Maintenance of Electric Busses
Turning Diesel busses to Electric Busses
Infrastructure for Electric Busses
Safety Management for Electric Busses



Introduce the electric solution, the different types of
technologies and compare their benefits and drawbacks
Understand how to get value from electric buses looking at
their economic, environmental and societal feasibility



All training content, format, methodologies and length can be customized to the company’s
needs and interests.












Methodology








Our trainers

Learn from experience on how to implement and run
electric bus lines successfully
Understand the implications for operations and
infrastructure
Get acquainted with new developed “KPIs” to assess the
performance of an electric bus solution with a practical
application during our dedicated workshops
Learn about the implementation and running of new
electric buses in the host city
Get inspired by our trainers, understand the main aspects of
electric buses and learn from successful best practice
Participate to interactive plenary sessions with introduction
by course leaders, presentation by the trainer and open
discussion with participants
Challenge your practical knowledge on the technology,
the implementation and the running of electric buses
Address the topic from an international perspective,
enriched by different cultural approaches and points of
views
Participate to workshops allowing you to apply on a
concrete case the main principles and tools learned
Benefit from a unique exchange of knowledge and
experience between professionals
Our skilful trainers are composed of international experts
and professionals with extensive experience and
knowledge in the strategic, operational and technological
areas of electric buses.

All training content, format, methodologies and length can be customized to the company’s
needs and interests.

